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-Cleaning cream with bamboo essence.

- For all types of soles. 
 
- Keep your midsoles clean in three minutes.
 

-QR code: 

SNEAKERS MIDSOLE
CLEANER

TNT01



Keep your midsoles clean in THREE MINUTES with TARRAGO SNEAKERS 
MIDSOLE CLEANER!

Description

Presentation

Solvent based cleaning cream with a pleasant bamboo essence. With its 
easy, quick and effective use, your sneakers midsoles will achieve a perfect 
cleaning! Specially formulated for an effective cleaning of all types of 
midsoles. Cream can be applied over any color. It doesn’t leave residues and 
doesn’t affect the original midsole texture.

Sneakers Midsole Cleaner

RUBBER

Surfaces

PACKAGE BOX UNITS BOX SIZES
BOX 

WEIGHT EAN CODE

21 x 14,5 x 11,5

PALLET UNITS

-1250 ml.

CLEAN

1

 8427457567122

Use

Tips
- Tarrago Sneakers Midsole Cleaner is a cleaning cream enriched with bamboo essence. We recommend to do a test 
on a non-visible place before using it. You can also use this product to clean plastic furniture.
- Tarrago Sneakers Midsole Cleaner is in accordance with the updated legislation on health, safety and environment.

Characteristics

EN - English TNT01

- The box contains a jar 50 ml. Neutral color. Clean three pairs of Sneakers.

1,86 kg.

How to use

1. Apply the cleaning cream with a paint brush, covering the area to be cleaned completely.
2. Let the formula work for a minute.
3. Brush the surface with TARRAGO SNEAKERS BRUSH, using water to eliminate dirt and paint remains.  
4. If necessary, repeat the process.
TIP: Finishes are usually resistant enough and do not need special protection. However, delicate finished can suffer 
with the application of midsole cleaner. In order to avoid some possible color deterioration, we recommend protecting 
the most delicate part where you do not want to apply the product before the application of it.
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